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8 Abstract

9 ERP research on task switching has revealed distinct transient and sustained positive waveforms (latency circa 300–
10 900 ms) while shifting task rules or stimulus-response (S-R) mappings. However, it remains unclear whether such
11 switch-related positivities show similar scalp topography and index context-updating mechanisms akin to those posed
12 for domain-general (i.e., classic P300) positivities in many task domains. To examine this question, ERPs were
13 recorded from 31 young adults (18–30 years) while they were intermittently cued to switch or repeat their perceptual
14 categorization of Gabor gratings varying in color and thickness (switch task), or else they performed two visually
15 identical control tasks (go/no-go and oddball). Our task cueing paradigm examined two temporarily distinct stages of
16 proactive rule updating and reactive rule execution. A simple information theory model helped us gauge cognitive
17 demands under distinct temporal and task contexts in terms of low-level S-R pathways and higher-order rule updating
18 operations. Task demands modulated domain-general (indexed by classic oddball P3) and switch positivities—indexed
19 by both a cue-locked late positive complex and a sustained positivity ensuing task transitions. Topographic scalp
20 analyses confirmed subtle yet significant split-second changes in the configuration of neural sources for both domain-
21 general P3s and switch positivities as a function of both the temporal and task context. These findings partly meet
22 predictions from information estimates, and are compatible with a family of P3-like potentials indexing functionally
23 distinct neural operations within a common frontoparietal “multiple demand” system during the preparation and
24 execution of simple task rules.

25 Descriptors: Context updating, Executive function, Information theory, P300, Task-set inertia, Task-set reconfiguration

26

27 ERPs measured during task switching have consistently shown sev-

28 eral distinct positive waveforms present when shifting task rules/

29 stimulus-response (S-R) mappings (e.g., Karayanidis, Coltheart,

30 Michie, & Murphy, 2003; Karayanidis et al., 2009; Karayanidis,

31 Provost, Brown, Paton, & Heathcote, 2011; Rushworth, Passing-

32 ham, & Nobre, 2002). These ERP positivities, which typically

33 occur 300–900 ms postswitch stimulus, are often interpreted as

34 reflecting switch-specific control processes (Kopp & Lange, 2013;

35 Lavric, Mizon, & Monsell, 2008; Nicholson et al., 2011). However,

36 some authors have suggested switch positivities may actually have

37 a functional relationship with the ubiquitous P300 component

38observed across many task domains (hereafter, the domain-general
39P3), probably reflecting higher-order context-updating mechanisms

40akin to those hypothesized for P3 potentials in simpler target detec-

41tion tasks (Barcel�o, Escera, Corral, & Peri�a~nez, 2006; Barcel�o,

42Peri�a~nez, & Knight, 2002; Barcel�o, Peri�a~nez, & Nyhus, 2008;

43Kieffaber & Hetrick, 2005; cf. Donchin, 1981).

44Switch-related and P300 positivities appear to have similar

45scalp topographies, suggesting they both recruit activity from a

46common cluster of frontoparietal regions (Bledowski et al., 2004).

47Given that frontoparietal networks are readily associated with cog-

48nitive control across many task domains (Cole et al., 2013; Petersen

49& Posner, 2012), the notion of such a “multiple demand” system

50(Duncan, 2013) may underpin the link between P3 and switch

51potentials. While many authors have interpreted the similar scalp

52topographies between the canonical P300 and switch positivities as

53reflecting context-updating mechanisms akin to those posited for

54P300 elicitation (Barcel�o et al., 2008; Kieffaber & Hetrick, 2005),

55to date this link remains unconfirmed. Few ERP studies have

56directly examined whether switch positivities are comparable to the

57canonical P300 both in their scalp topographies and in their pur-

58ported context-updating function across task domains (cf. Holig &

59Berti, 2010; Lavric et al., 2008).
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60 Many practical difficulties hinder progress toward a theoretical
61 integration of domain-general P3 and switch positivities. First, one
62 prominent issue is the temporal contingencies among task stimuli
63 and responses (i.e., the “temporal context” of goal-directed actions;
64 Fuster, 2001). For example, in oddball paradigms, it is widely
65 accepted that P300 potentials can be elicited by both the targets of
66 goal-directed behavior and by infrequent oddball distracters that
67 are not to be responded to (Polich, 2007; Squires, Squires, & Hill-
68 yard, 1975). These targets and rare distracters elicit two functional-
69 ly distinct P300 potentials whose scalp topographies differ along a
70 frontoparietal axis, with a more centroparietal scalp distribution for
71 the former and a more frontal distribution for the latter (Polich &
72 Comerchero, 2003; Spencer, Dien, & Donchin, 1999). However,
73 many P300 studies use oddball targets and thus confound the
74 “oddballness” and “targetness” aspects of cognitive control, akin to
75 the stages of proactive strategic preparation and reactive execution
76 of simple sensorimotor rules, as defined in task-cueing paradigms
77 (Braver, 2012). That is, when an oddball target occurs within a
78 sequence of repetitive standard distracters, one has to process its
79 oddballness first, and then process its target or distracter features in
80 order to select the appropriate motor response, and these two pro-
81 cesses overlap in the summated ERP waveforms. Therefore, to
82 clarify whether the frontal and parietal aspects of P300 index strate-
83 gic resolution of contextual uncertainty (oddballness), as distinct
84 from reactive execution of simple sensorimotor rules (targetness),
85 targets need to be presented at predictable intervals within the trial
86 run. Task-cueing procedures have revealed distinct frontoparietal
87 switch positivities for these two distinct processing stages, with
88 parietal maxima to temporally predictable targets during rule exe-
89 cution, and more anterior maxima to infrequent unpredictable
90 task cues that anticipate a switch in rules (Barcel�o et al., 2002;
91 Kieffaber & Hetrick, 2005). This evidence highlights the temporal
92 dynamics of two distinct modes for the control of task switching,
93 with proactive rule updating and reactive rule execution stages dif-
94 ferentially engaging the frontoparietal control network (Braver,
95 2012). Presumably, these same temporal dynamics also apply in
96 simpler task domains. For instance, proactive interference in first
97 target trials following an unexpected interruption has been pro-
98 posed as a prime determinant of residual (restart) costs under single
99 task conditions (Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994; Barcel�o et al.,

100 2008).
101 A second key limitation toward an integrative view of the P300
102 and switch positivities is the strict dichotomy between the two sub-
103 components of the P300, with the frontal P3a linked to rare, novel,
104 and ignored stimuli, and the centroparietal P3b linked to attended,
105 relevant, and consciously processed stimuli (for a review, see
106 Polich, 2007). Such a sharp and dichotomous taxonomy impedes a
107 theoretical integration of P3a/P3b subcomponents with modern
108 views about a graded contribution from both frontal and temporo-
109 parietal nodes of frontoparietal cortical networks, while dealing
110 with a continuum of gradually increasing cognitive demands
111 (Bledowsky et al., 2004; Cole et al., 2013). For example, Barcel�o
112 et al. (2006) used principal component analysis (PCA) to demon-
113 strate that P3-like potentials to irrelevant novel sounds and relevant
114 tones that signaled an upcoming task switch both showed similar
115 peak latencies and scalp topographies, with more frontal or parietal
116 maxima depending on their task context (for P3a potentials with
117 parietal maxima, see Kopp & Lange, 2013; Polich, 2007). This
118 finding suggests that both irrelevant novel stimuli and familiar task
119 cues may evoke a gradient of activity across frontal and parietal
120 regions depending on their task context. Here, we assume a com-
121 mon frontoparietal network for dealing with a whole gamut of

122cognitive demands beyond the traditional extreme “ignore” versus
123“attend” dichotomy (Barcel�o & Knight, 2007).
124A third limitation is the use of notional rather than formal defi-
125nitions of context, which hinders examination of the prevailing
126“context-updating” hypothesis of P300 (Donchin, 1981) across dif-
127ferent task contexts, and impedes a direct comparison with switch
128positivities. Traditional views consider the stimulus context (i.e.,
129mean stimulus probability) to be a major determinant of P300
130amplitudes (Polich, 2007). However, the above examples highlight
131the influence of both temporal and task contexts on frontoparietal
132P300 dynamics, as a function of the cognitive demands associated
133with similar stimuli delivered under different task contexts. This
134highlights the importance of S-R links and sensorimotor informa-
135tion transmission—over and above stimulus properties alone—to
136completely explore the link between P3 and switch positivities
137(Verleger, Baur, Metzner, & Smigasiewicz, 2014; Verleger,
138Jaskowoski, & W€ascher, 2005). To this end, here we adopted a
139simple model of cognitive control based on information theory to
140compare cognitive demands associated with equally infrequent
141gray Gabor gratings, which set the temporal context for implement-
142ing the same visuomotor rule upon ensuing colored Gabor gratings
143delivered under three different task contexts (switch, go/no-go, and
144oddball tasks). This approach helped us to mathematically opera-
145tionalize the construct of context updating (Donchin, 1981) and to
146control for the confound between oddballness and targetness by
147factoring out the influence of the temporal context on neural activi-
148ty and behavior. In doing so, we estimated the sensorimotor infor-
149mation transmitted between contextually related task stimuli and
150their associated motor responses (or “input-output correlations”;
151Miller, 1956) at both lower- and higher-order levels in a putative
152hierarchy of sensorimotor control (cf. Barcel�o & Knight, 2007,
1532008).
154Information theory allows us to assign task properties binary
155digit values or bits (Attneave, 1959; Cooper, Garrett, Rennie, &
156Karayanidis, 2015). In this way, S-R contingencies can be ascribed
157an information value, permitting simple contrasts between tasks.
158Information theory allows us to gauge cognitive demands associat-
159ed with dissimilar stimulus and response sets, and distinct S-R
160mappings in order to predict the intensity and scalp topography of
161ERP positivities across different task domains. For instance,
162Barcel�o et al. (2008) relied on information theory estimates to dem-
163onstrate the distinct functional roles of cue-locked (i.e., context) P3
164and target P3 potentials elicited by the same sequence of red and
165blue shapes interspersed with infrequent black symbols adminis-
166tered under oddball, go/no-go, and task-cueing instructions. These
167authors found similar frontocentral scalp topographies—albeit with
168different magnitudes—for context-related P3s and switch positivi-
169ties to the infrequent black symbols, consistent with their informa-
170tion estimates. In sharp contrast, target P3 amplitudes were not
171modulated by task demands, and showed similar midparietal ampli-
172tudes and topographies across all task contexts. Thus, hereafter we
173will adopt the term context P3 to describe positivities elicited by
174infrequent gray Gabor gratings that are predicted to index context-
175updating operations proactively, in anticipation of target onset, and
176regardless of the task context. Conversely, we will adopt the term
177target P3 to describe ERP positivities elicited by temporally pre-
178dictable colored gratings thought to recruit mostly reactive target
179detection, without the temporal unpredictability of oddball targets.
180Finally, we circumvent limitations of an earlier study (Barcel�o
181et al., 2008) by using a within-subject task design, larger sample
182sizes, and surface Laplacian values to minimize volume conduction
183of scalp potentials.
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184 In sum, this study aimed to examine the similarities and differ-

185 ences in the intensities and scalp distribution of domain-general P3

186 (300–400 ms) and switch-related (300–900 ms)1 ERP positivities,

187 while participants were intermittently cued to switch or repeat their

188 categorization of Gabor gratings varying in color and thickness

189 (switch task). Two perceptually identical tasks served as controls

190 with varying cognitive and response demands (go/no-go and odd-

191 ball). Following the discussion above, we addressed one important

192 question: Are switch positivities topographically similar and func-

193 tionally compatible with a context-updating mechanism akin to

194 that proposed for the canonical P3 component recorded in simpler

195 oddball and go/no-go tasks? This question was addressed by testing

196 two specific hypotheses: (1) If the temporal context of goal directed

197 actions (i.e., proactive strategic preparation vs. reactive execution

198 of a simple visuomotor rule) modulates the frontoparietal scalp dis-

199 tribution of late P3-like positivities, then more frontal positivities

200 will be elicited during proactive preparation (e.g., higher-order rule

201 updating) than during lower-order sensorimotor control of reactive

202 rule execution at target onset (Barcel�o et al., 2008; Braver, 2012).

203 (2) If the parametric increase in cognitive demands posed by three

204 different task contexts (oddball, go/no-go, switch) modulates the

205 frontoparietal distribution and magnitude of late P3-like positivi-

206 ties, then gradually more frontal positivities will be elicited with

207 gradually higher cognitive demands, in line with predictions from

208 an information theory model of cognitive control (Koechlin &

209 Summerfield, 2007). These two predictions relied on the hypo-

210 thetical contribution from a common frontoparietal multiple

211 demand system (Duncan, 2013) to both domain-general P3 and

212 switch P3-like positivities. To test these two hypotheses, we

213 recorded P3 potentials to oddball and go/no-go Gabor gratings and

214 compared their scalp distributions with switch P3-like potentials to

215 identical stimuli delivered under switch task conditions. To favor

216 integration with the extant literature, we analyzed mean amplitudes

217 and surface Laplacian values from four midline regions (frontopo-

218 lar, frontal, central, and parietal), under the assumption that distinct

219 scalp topographies and functional dissociations to experimental fac-

220 tors characterize distinct ERP components (Kappenman & Luck,

221 2012). For simplicity, we modeled sensorimotor information trans-

222 mission only at two levels in the putative hierarchy of cognitive con-

223 trol, namely, low-level sensorimotor control (i.e., changes in single

224 S-R pathways) and higher-order episodic control of task rule retriev-
225 al and updating (Dayan, 2007; see online supporting information).

226 Method

227 Participants

228 Thirty-one participants (25 female, Mage 5 21.8 years 6 2.7 SD)

229 took part in the current study and received course credit for their

230 collaboration. All were graduate or postgraduate students at the

231 University of the Balearic Islands with normal or corrected-to-

232 normal vision and reported no history of neurological or psychiatric
233 disorders. Informed consent was obtained from all participants, and

234experimental procedures and behavioral testing was performed in

235accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the approval of
236the Ethics committee of the university.

237Stimulus Materials and Procedures

238Participants sat in a sound-attenuated and dimly lit room at a view-

239ing distance of 150 cm from a 27-inch video LCD monitor (800 3

240600 at 75 Hz). Stimuli were displayed against a gray background

241(2.85 cd/m2) at a visual angle of 6.58 to the left or right of a central

242fixation cross with 0.58 3 0.58 of visual angle.2 A central fixation

243cross remained continuously present throughout each experimental

244run. Stimuli consisted of four equally probable (p 5 0.21), colored

245Gabor gratings with horizontally oriented gratings (either red or

246blue, 4 or 10 cpd [circles per degree], 25% contrast, 18 visual angle,

2473.5 cd/m2), and two infrequent (p 5 .08) gray Gabor gratings

248(oriented either vertically or horizontally, 2 cpd, 25% contrast, 18

249visual angle, 3.5 cd/m2). Participants responded via a handheld
250response pad with their left or right index finger.
251The experimental procedures have been described elsewhere

252(Cooper, Darriba, Karayanidis, & Barcel�o, 2016), and consisted

253of three different tasks: switch, go/no-go, and oddball, yoked for

254stimuli and trial sequences but involving different response and

255cognitive demands each (Figure F11). A test sequence included 976

256trials of colored and gray Gabor gratings that was semirandomly

257generated offline, with the constraint that consecutive gray Gabor

258gratings were separated by four to eight colored gratings. This tri-

259al sequence was divided into eight blocks to allow for short, self-

260paced breaks approximately every 5 min. Each trial consisted of a

261Gabor grating presented for 100 ms in the left or the right visual

262hemifield. On designated target trials, participants had to respond

263within a maximum of 1,200 ms after stimulus onset. Instructions

264emphasized both response speed and accuracy. All error trials

265(i.e., incorrect, late responses, and false alarms) were followed by

266visual feedback, and the following trial was delayed by 500 ms to

267help subjects keep on task. Hence, stimulus onset asynchrony was

268either 1,900 or 2,400 ms on correct and error trials, respectively.

269The present ERP analyses were based on correct trials only. The

270stimulus display and behavioral response recording were imple-

271mented using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems
272Inc., Albany, CA).
273Each participant was presented with a unique, pseudorandomly

274generated test sequence that was repeated three times under differ-

275ent task instructions for the oddball, go/no-go, and switch tasks.

276Tasks were administered in counterbalanced order to control for

277inadvertent order effects. Thus, the three tasks involved an identical

278stimulus context but different cognitive and response demands
279(Figure 1).
280The switch task (Figure 1A) was a variant of the intermittent-

281instruction paradigm (Monsell, 2003; Rushworth et al., 2002). The

282gray Gabor stimuli were cues, indicating whether to switch or

283repeat the task. The colored Gabor stimuli were targets and

284required a left- or right-hand response based on either the color

285(blue or red grating) or the grating’s spatial frequency (thick or thin

286grating). Hence, the orientation of the gray grating (cue) instructed

287participants whether to switch or repeat the task they completed on
288the previous trial run. Gray grating orientations and instructions

1. As clarified in Method, the distinction between domain-general
and switch-related P3-like positivities relied on their sensitivity to exper-
imental factors (i.e., switch vs. repeat trials) and on their distinct scalp
topographies. However, given the large variability in the latency of
P300 potentials with task complexity (Kutas, McCarthy, & Donchin,
1977), latency was not regarded as a criterion to differentiate ERP posi-
tivities (Kappenman & Luck, 2012), and switch positivities were sam-
pled from a wider (300–900 ms) latency window, consistent with
previous task-switching studies.

2. A bilateral display was intended to assess hemispatial attention
deficits in unilateral brain lesioned patients (cf. Barcel�o & Knight,
2007). A pilot study showed this bilateral display did not modulate late
switch ERP positivities relative to a more conventional central display.
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289 were counterbalanced between participants. A short training ses-

290 sion was administered to ensure that participants reached a criterion

291 of 80% correct responses and had understood task instructions.

292 The go/no-go task (Figure 1B) served as a control for the switch

293 task. It involved an identical stimulus sequence and, again, partici-

294 pants responded only to the colored Gabors. However, importantly,

295 here the gray Gabors had no predictive significance regarding the

296 task to be performed, but set the temporal context for the next tar-

297 get onset. Rather they were defined as no-go stimuli, and partici-

298 pants were asked to withhold their response while implementing

299 color classifications across the entire block of trials. In essence, this

300 task is similar to a single-task block. In sum, the go/no-go task

301 involved sorting Gabors by their color, an identical stimulus

302 sequence and similar S-R mappings as the switching task.

303 The oddball task (Figure 1C) served as a control for both

304 switch and go/no-go tasks, having an identical stimulus context

305 but with different response demands. Specifically, a response was

306 required only to red Gabor gratings, which were defined as odd-

307 ball targets. All other stimuli did not require a motor response.

308 This oddball task was inspired on regular novelty oddball tasks

309 (Barcel�o & Knight, 2007), except that all targets, standard, and

310 rare distracters included an additional irrelevant stimulus dimen-

311 sion (e.g., thickness of gratings).

312 Information Theory Estimations

313 We adopted an information theory approach to cognitive control as

314 a formal tool to help us operationalize both temporal and task

315contexts in terms of low- and high-order sensorimotor (S-R) infor-

316mation transmission within a putative hierarchy of frontoparietal

317control processes (cf. Barcel�o & Knight, 2007; Cooper et al.,

3182016). These estimates allowed us to define the informational

319structure of our tasks in terms of not only mean stimulus probabili-

320ties, but also joint and conditional probabilities among stimuli, their

321associated motor responses, and any relevant cognitive operations

322involved (e.g., rule updating). Thus, the task context was modeled

323at two hierarchically distinct levels: (1) low-level sensorimotor

324control of single s-r pathways, and (2) higher-order episodic control

325of task rule updating (Dayan, 2007; Koechlin & Summerfield,

3262007). The temporal context was separately modeled for infrequent

327gray Gabors and for the relatively more frequent colored Gabors.

328Thus, while infrequent gray Gabors were visually identical in all

329tasks, and appeared with identical probability, the type of informa-

330tion provided varied. Oddball gray Gabors transmitted the lowest

331sensorimotor information for response selection (as they did not

332anticipate target onset on the following trial) and no episodic

333information, given that the same task rule was used for all oddball

334targets and nontarget distractors. Alternatively, increased sensori-

335motor information was conveyed by no-go gray Gabors, as these

336stimuli were associated with less frequent no-go responses (r0)

337compared to the oddball task, and they did anticipate target onset

338on the next trial. As with gray Gabors in the oddball task, no epi-

339sodic information can be assumed for no-go gray Gabors given that

340the same task rule was consistently used across all trials. Finally,

341similar sensorimotor information was transmitted by all gray
342Gabors in the switch task, plus an additional amount of episodic

Figure 1. Task design, stimulus material, and S-R mappings. All three tasks consisted of the same sequence of frequent color gratings with semiran-

domly interspersed infrequent gray gratings. A: In the switch task, vertical and horizontal gray gratings instructed participants to switch and repeat the

previous S-R mapping, respectively. B: The go/no-go task consisted of two-forced choice responses (Press button 1 for red gratings and button 2 for

blue gratings). C: The oddball task involved one-forced choice responses (i.e., Press a button for all red gratings). Participants were explicitly

instructed not to respond to the gray Gabor gratings. Hypothetical task-set information and S-R mappings for correct performance are also shown for

each task. Cognitive demands were manipulated by (1) varying the amount of task-set information to be handled in working memory (oddball vs. go/

no-go task), and (2) varying the type of contextual information conveyed by the gray gratings for anticipatory updating of active S-R mappings (go/

no-go vs. switch task).
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343 information was transmitted only by “switch” gray Gabors, as these

344 served as cues requiring anticipatory updating of episodic task

345 rules. Note that these information estimates can be seen as a more

346 formal and accurate way to translate into bits the mean probabili-

347 ties of task events that are common practice in experimental psy-

348 chology studies. Yet, bits provide a common metric to compare our

349 manipulation of context across different task domains. For instance,

350 instead of saying that a gray Gabor distractor occurs with an overall

351 mean probability of p 5 .08 throughout our oddball task, we chose

352 to quantify this in bits by saying that the sensory entropy of this

353 distractor is H(s1) 5 20.08 � log2 0.08 5 0.29 bits (cf. x axis of

354 FigureF2 2). A similar formalism was used to quantify in bits the rela-

355 tive probabilities of specific sensorimotor processes, such as the

356 joint probability of specific si2rj mappings using the concept of

357 transmitted information: I(si, rj) 5 log2 p(si, rj) 2 log2 p(si) 2 log2

358 p(r2). For simplicity, additional sources of contextual information

359 (i.e., stimulus-response congruency effects, stimulus repetition

360 effects, etc.) were randomized and not modeled in these estimates.

361 Figure 2 presents a summary of these information estimations, in

362 line with the two specific predictions of our study; for a technical
363 description, see supporting information and Cooper et al. (2016).

364 Behavioral Analyses

365 Reaction times (RTs) are reported from correct trial runs only,

366 while trial runs containing any false alarm, omission, or other

367 errors were discarded. Errors were used to compute accuracy

368 indexes. Only the first three target trials following a gray grating

369 entered the analyses, since behavioral costs typically reach an

370 asymptote in later trials (Monsell, 2003). Restart costs were defined

371 as the difference in mean RTs and errors between the first and sec-

372 ond target responses following any gray grating. Equivalent indices

373 were obtained for the two control tasks. Mixing costs were estimat-

374 ed for the switch task only as the difference in mean RTs and errors

375 between third target responses in the switch versus go/no-go tasks.

376 Third targets provided a relatively pure index of mixing costs inde-

377 pendent from restart costs. Finally, although we did not expect to
378 find switch-specific behavioral costs due to our long cue-to-target

379intervals (cf. Foxe, Murphy, & De Sanctis, 2014), local switch

380costs were also computed as the difference in mean RTs and errors

381between first target responses after switch versus repeat cues. Only

382color-rule trials were considered in the behavioral analyses of

383switch trials, to limit any task switch asymmetries. Mean RTs and

384percentage error trials were subjected to repeated measures analysis

385of variance (ANOVA) with the following factors: gray grating

386(vertical vs. horizontal), target trial (1st, 2nd, 3rd target in the trial

387run), and task context (oddball, go/no-go, switch). All participants

388had an overall hit rate better than 89% in the switch task, with at

389least 60% correct trial runs to the initial three targets following any

390gray Gabor (cf. Cooper et al., 2016). These strict selection criteria

391were meant to avoid post-error slowing effects, and ensured that
392participants had complied with task instructions.

393EEG Recordings and ERP Analyses

394Continuous EEG data (0.05–100 Hz band pass) were collected

395using SynAmps RT amplifiers (NeuroScan, TX) from 60 scalp sites

396using tin electrodes mounted on an elastic cap (Synamp2 Quikcap,

397Compumedics, TX) at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. EEG electrodes

398were placed following the extended 10–20 position system with a

399left mastoid reference, and later rereferenced offline to the algebra-

400ic average of the right and left mastoids. Four additional electrodes

401were placed above and below the left eye and on the outer canthi

402of both eyes to monitor blinks and eye movements. Sensor impe-
403dances were kept below 10 kX, as in Cooper et al. (2016).
404EEG data were processed using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick,

405MA) through a pipeline utilizing EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig,

4062004), CSD Toolbox (Kayser & Tenke, 2003), and in-house func-

407tions. Preprocessing was performed in EEGLAB as follows. EEG

408data were rereferenced offline to linked mastoids and band-pass fil-

409tered (0.1–30 Hz). Epochs for each stimulus type were extracted

410from 2200 ms to 11,200 ms relative to stimulus onset, with a

411200-ms prestimulus baseline. Trials with nonstereotyped artifacts

412(e.g., cable movement, swallowing) were removed, and stereotyped

413artifacts (e.g., blinks, eye movements) were deleted using indepen-
414dent component analysis (extended infomax algorithm; Bell &

Figure 2. A priori estimations of transmitted information, I(si, rj), between stimuli and responses as a function of the sensory entropy,

H sið Þ52p sið Þ � log2 p sið Þ, of gray and color gratings in the three tasks (or input-output correlations; cf. Miller, 1956). The dotted line marks the theo-

retical human capacity for holding information in working memory: 2.5 bits. Accordingly, targets conveyed the same information for response selec-

tion across all tasks. In turn, gray gratings carried varying amounts of information for response selection in the switch, go/no-go, and oddball tasks.

The information transmitted from stimuli to responses is derived from the notion of mutual information, I(S; R), between sets of stimuli, S 5 {s1, s2,

s3, s5, s6}, and associated responses, R 5 {r0, r1, r2}, in our three tasks (cf. Attneave, 1959; Koechlin & Summerfield, 2007; see details in supporting

information).
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415 Sejnowski, 1995). Note that only color-rule trials were considered
416 for analysis of switch trials (to limit any influence of task asymme-
417 tries relative to the control tasks), which resulted in an average of
418 142.8 (6 9.6 SD) gray distractor, 73.5 (6 4.9) target1, and 75.3 (6
419 5.4) target3 trials for oddball; 126 (6 16) no-go, 130 (6 16) target1
420 and 122.2 (6 15.6) target3 go trials for go/no-go; and 28.4 (6 4.6)
421 repeat cues, 30.7 (6 4.8) repeat target1 and 30.9 (6 4.8) repeat tar-
422 get3 trials; 31.4 (6 3.7) switch cues, 31.1 (6 3.7) switch target1
423 and 31.2 (6 3.6) switch target3 trials for the switch task. This same
424 data set was employed to examine EEG oscillatory dynamics of
425 task switching in the same sample of young participants (cf. Coo-
426 per et al., 2016).
427 Neighboring electrodes were combined into topographical
428 regions of interest (ROIs) (frontopolar: Fp1, Fpz, Fp2; frontal: F1,
429 Fz, F2; central: C1, Cz, C2; parietal: P1, Pz, P2) to preserve statisti-
430 cal power (Picton et al., 2000). Time windows for ERP analyses
431 were selected based on visual inspection of the corresponding
432 grand mean waveforms. Two groups of ERP measures were
433 obtained—context-locked and target-locked—based on the
434 assumption that gray gratings provided the temporal context for
435 subsequent target detection. Thus, five distinct ERP components
436 were measured and analyzed in the context-locked waveforms: P3
437 (350–400 ms), two windows of a late positive complex (LPC1:
438 550–600 ms, LPC2: 750–850 ms), and a frontally distributed slow
439 negativity toward the end of the recording epoch (contingent nega-
440 tive variation, CNV; 1,000–1,200 ms). In the target-locked wave-
441 forms, maximal signal amplitudes were observed at one latency
442 window: P3 (350–400 ms), and only for the first target following
443 any gray grating, two more latency windows captured a sustained
444 positivity (SP) starting around 300 ms posttarget onset and lasting
445 to the end of the epoch (SP1: 550–600 ms and SP2: 750–850 ms).
446 The latency of P300 potentials is known to vary with task com-
447 plexity (Kappenman & Luck, 2012; Kutas, McCarthy, & Donchin,
448 1977), and hence switch positivities were examined using a wider
449 (300–900 ms) latency window. Accordingly, our distinction
450 between domain-general P3 and switch positivities relied on their
451 distinct scalp topographies and sensitivity to experimental factors,
452 rather than on any differences in peak latencies.
453 Mean ERP amplitudes were analyzed using repeated measures
454 ANOVA to examine our manipulation of temporal and task con-
455 texts on domain-general P3s—common to all tasks while uninflu-
456 enced by task switching demands and switch positivities. Firstly, a
457 temporal context (gray grating, target3) factor examined differ-
458 ences in P3-like amplitudes between infrequent and temporally
459 unpredictable gray gratings, and temporally predictable third tar-
460 gets following those gray gratings. Secondly, and given the highly
461 different P3-like task effects observed for gray gratings (i.e., con-
462 text P3) and third targets (i.e., target P3), the task context factor
463 was tested separately for context-locked and target-locked ERP
464 waveforms. Thus, context-locked ERP waveforms were analyzed
465 considering the following within-subject factors: task context
466 (switch, go/no-go, oddball), gray grating (vertical, horizontal), and
467 ROI (frontopolar, frontal, central, parietal). Target-locked ERP
468 waveforms were analyzed with the within-subject factors task con-
469 text (switch, go/no-go, oddball), gray grating (vertical, horizontal),
470 target trial (target1, target3), and ROI (frontopolar, frontal, central,
471 parietal). The Greenhouse-Geisser (GG) sphericity correction was
472 applied as needed. Corrected p values are reported, but original
473 degrees of freedom are kept for easier reading. A significance level
474 of p< .05 was adopted for all main statistical analyses, and a
475 Bonferroni-corrected threshold (0.05/4 5 p< .0125) was used for
476 multiple tests at the four midline regions.

477Analyses of ERP Scalp Topographies

478As in many past studies (Polich & Comerchero, 2003; Squires

479et al., 1975), to assess the effects of temporal and task contexts on

480ERP positivities, we examined the scalp distribution of mean

481amplitudes across four midline regions (frontopolar, frontal, cen-

482tral, parietal), two temporal contexts (gray grating, target3), and

483three task contexts (switch, go/no-go, oddball). Further, to identify

484switch P3-like positivities as distinct from domain-general P3, we

485looked for significant interactions with the gray grating factor

486(switch vs. repeat) in the switch task only. Next, to address our first

487and second hypotheses, we examined changes in the scalp distribu-

488tion of domain-general P3 across the three task contexts, as well as

489for the two temporal contexts, namely, for proactive (gray gratings)

490and reactive (target3) processing modes, respectively. Accordingly,

491answers to our first and second hypotheses were addressed by look-

492ing for significant ANOVA interactions between the ROI factor

493and the temporal and task context factors, respectively. Further, we

494specifically tested the null hypothesis of similar scalp distributions

495for switch positivities and domain-general P3 by examining the

496interaction between ROI 3 ERP component in the switch task

497only. To minimize the effects of volume conduction on the analy-

498ses of scalp topographies and favor integration with past studies,

499data were also compared by using a surface Laplacian filter

500(smoothing 5 10-5, number of iterations 5 10, spherical spline
501order 5 4; Kayser & Tenke, 2006; Urbach & Kutas, 2002).

502Results

503Behavioral Results

504All three tasks were performed very efficiently, with an average of

505only 6.3% incorrect trials in the switch task (95% CI [5.1, 7.4]),

5064.5% in the go/no-go (95% CI [3.5, 5.5]), and 0.4% in the oddball

507(95% CI [0.3, 0.5]). A main effect of task, F(2,60) 5 47.6,

508p< .0001; GG 5 0.83; g2 5 .61, confirmed differences in overall

509error rates among all three tasks (all ps< .001; Figure F33A). Accura-

510cy did not vary across target trials in the oddball, but larger error

511rates were observed in first relative to second target trials following

512any gray gratings in both switch and go/no-go tasks (all ps< .001),

513with no further differences between second and third target trials,

514as revealed by a two-way interaction Task 3 Target trial,

515F(2,120) 5 5.1, p< .003; GG 5 0.73; g2 5 .15. The three-way in-

516teraction with gray grating was marginally significant, F(4,120) 5

5172.72, p 5 .08; GG 5 0.52; g2 5 .08, pointing to significantly greater

518error rates to the first target trial following switch compared to

519repeat gray gratings in the switch task only (9.5% vs. 6.5% errors,

520respectively, p< .02), which confirmed the presence of local,

521restart, and mixing costs for accuracy data in the switch task. No
522other effects reached significance.
523The speed of correct target responses differed among all tasks

524(ps< .001; Figure 3B), as revealed by a main task context effect,

525F(2,60) 5 99.9, p< .0001; GG 5 0.76; g2 5 .77. A two-way inter-

526action Task context3 Target trial, F(4,120) 5 17.8, p< .0001;

527GG 5 0.59; g2 5 .37, revealed the presence of restart costs in the

528switch and go/no-go tasks, both showing slower responses to the

529first than the second or third targets (all ps< .001), without any fur-

530ther slowing observed between the two latter trials. In contrast, the

531oddball task did not show any first trial slowing. Mixing costs were

532inferred from the larger mean RTs to third target trials in the switch

533compared to both control tasks (all ps< .001; Figure 3B). The third
534order interaction with gray grating failed to reach significance,
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535 suggesting the absence of local switch costs in the mean RTs to

536 correct first target trials in the switch task, an expected outcome

537 given our long 1,900-ms cue-target intervals (cf. Foxe et al., 2014).

538 Electrophysiological Results

539 FigureF4 4 summarizes the grand ERP waveforms over midfrontal

540 and midparietal regions to gray gratings, and to the first (target1)

541 and third (target3) target trials across all tasks. Since ERPs to

542second target trials (not shown) present an intermediate stage, anal-

543yses focused on first and third target trials to maximize trial differ-

544ences. Through visual inspection, three distinct ERP positivities

545could be identified in the context-locked ERP waveforms of the

546switch task, showing maximal amplitudes over centroparietal

547regions: P3 (350–400 ms), LPC1 (550–600 ms), and LPC2 (750–

548850 ms). These two aspects of the LPC best captured switch-

549related contextual effects. Finally, a sustained frontally distributed

550CNV-like negativity extended from circa 800 ms until the onset of

Figure 4. Grand-averaged ERPs. Brain responses are shown from midline frontal and parietal ROIs to vertical and horizontal gray gratings and to the

first and third target gratings in the switch, go/no-go, and oddball tasks. The second target trial following gray gratings (not shown) also elicited a SP

of lesser intensity to that of first target trials. Continuous lines: Trial runs starting with a switch gray grating in the switch task (vertical/horizontal

grating orientation was counterbalanced across subjects). Dashed lines: Trial runs starting with a repeat gray grating in the switch task. The largest dif-

ferences in the intensity of domain-general P3 and switch positivities occurred in response to gray gratings, as well as to the ensuing first target trials.

Scalp topographies of mean amplitudes (lV) and surface Laplacian values (lV/cm2) are shown for switch trials at three latency windows: 350–400

ms, 550–600 ms, and 750–800 ms.
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Figure 3. Behavioral results. Error rates and mean reaction times (RTs) to correct target trials as a function of target trial position following a gray

grating in each of the three tasks. Residual restart and mixing costs were observed in both incorrect (left) and correct trials (right). Local (switch>

repeat) costs were observed to the first target in incorrect trials only (not shown).
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551 the first target stimulus. A target P3 (350–400 ms) was present in

552 the target-locked waveforms, with similar amplitudes and centro-

553 parietal scalp distribution across all three task contexts, as shown in

554 Figure 4 andF5 5. In addition, a SP starting 300 ms posttarget onset

555 and lasting until the end of the recording epoch was observed to

556 target1 in the switch and—to a lesser extent—also the go/no-go

557 tasks. Modulations of these context- and target-locked ERP wave-

558 forms are described below. The visual P1 and N1 were not modu-
559 lated by task conditions, and will not be discussed further.

560 Context Effects on Domain-General P3s

561 Two domain-general P3s with 350–400 ms peak latencies were

562 present across all three tasks (labeled as “context P3” and “target

563 P3” in Figure 4 and 5), and their mean amplitudes were not modu-

564 lated by the gray grating factor in any of the three tasks. Instead, as

565 reported below, these two P3s showed distinct scalp topographies

566 and were differently modulated by temporal and task contexts,
567 which justifies their consideration as two distinct P3 components.
568 As predicted by our model, both the temporal and task contexts

569 modulated the intensity and scalp topography of domain-general

570 P3s, as reflected by significant Temporal context3 Task context,

571 F(2,60) 5 17.6, p< .0001; GG 5 0.86; g2 5 .37, and Temporal

572 context 3 Task context 3 ROI interactions, F(6,180) 5 35.5,

573 p< .0001; GG 5 0.53; g2 5 .54. Given the very different P3-like
574 modulations elicited by gray gratings and colored targets, TableT1 1

575presents the relevant ANOVA results separately for context P3 and
576target3 P3. Firstly, increasing task demands elicited larger context
577P3 amplitudes, as revealed by a main task effect. Follow-up con-
578trasts revealed a larger context P3 for the switch as compared to the
579other two tasks (all ps< .005), with no such differences between
580oddball and go/no-go tasks (Figure (4 and 5)A). A Task context3
581ROI interaction revealed that these larger context P3 amplitudes in
582the switch compared to the other two tasks occurred only at central
583and parietal regions (all ps< .01; Figure (4 and 5)A, 6A,C, left pan-
584els). In sharp contrast, mean target3 P3 amplitudes were larger in
585the oddball compared to the other two tasks, and only at the parietal
586region (ps< .005), as revealed by a significant Task context 3

587ROI interaction (see Table 1; Figures 4, 5C, 6B,D).
588Secondly, the significant interaction between temporal context
589and task context was further examined by comparing mean ampli-
590tudes of context P3 and target3 P3 in each task domain separately.
591Significantly larger target3 P3 than context P3 mean amplitudes
592were observed in the oddball and go/no-go tasks (main temporal
593context effect: F(1,30) 5 46.1, p< .0001; g2 5 .61, and F(1,30) 5

5947.7, p< .01; g2 5 .20, respectively), with differences at central
595and parietal regions (Temporal context 3 ROI: Fs(3,90)> 30.4,
596ps< .0001; g2s> .52). In contrast, the Temporal context 3 ROI
597interaction failed significance in the switch task, F(3,90) 5 1.4,
598p 5 .24, suggesting no differences in mean P3 amplitudes elicited
599by gray gratings and third target trials in the switch task (Figure

F66006B,A left panel). This pattern of results was confirmed with surface

Figure 5. Scalp topography of domain-general P3 and switch P3-like positivities. A: Scalp distribution of mean voltages for context-locked P3, LPC1,

and LPC2 positivities to horizontal (repeat) and vertical (switch) gray gratings across the three task domains. B: Scalp distribution of target-locked P3,

SP1, and SP2 positivities to first target (target1) trials following repeat and switch gray gratings in the switch task. C: Scalp distribution of domain-

general target P3 and LPC1 positivities to third target (target3) trials across the three task domains.
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601 Laplacian values (Table 1; Figure 6C,D left panel), which attest to

602 different topographies with varying task demands for both context

603 P3 and target3 P3. Thus, whereas target3 P3 showed a centroparie-

604 tal maximum under the simplest oddball task, context P3 to the

605 gray gratings showed maximal frontal intensities under the most

606 difficult switch task (Figure 4).

607 Of note, mean target P3 amplitudes differed for target1 versus

608 target3 trials, as suggested by a main trial effect, F(1,30) 5 10.4,

609 p< .003; g2 5 .26, but this was true only in the switch task, as re-

610 vealed by a two-way Task context 3 Target trial interaction,

611 F(2,60) 5 6.8, p< .003; GG 5 0.86; g2 5 .18. Simple tests of

612 effects revealed that neither oddball nor go/no-go target P3 ampli-

613 tudes changed from first to third target trials (see Figure 4, 5C). In

614 contrast, target1 P3 in the switch task was larger than target3 P3

615 across all midline regions (all ps< .005), owing to an overlapping

616 SP as described below.

617 Context Effects on Switch P3-Like Positivities

618 The gray grating factor yielded significant main effects and three-

619 way interactions with task context and ROI for context-locked

620LPC1, F(6,180) 5 9.5, p< .0001; GG 5 0.39; g2 5 .24, and LPC2

621positivities, F(6,180) 5 24.3, p< .0001; GG 5 0.38; g2 5 .45, as
622well as for the SP to the first target following a switch cue,
623Fs(1,30)> 10.7, ps< .003; g2s> .26. In all cases, LPC1 and LPC2

624amplitudes in the switch task were larger for switch than for repeat
625gray gratings over midcentral and midparietal regions (all ps< .01;
626Figure F77A), whereas only LPC1 also differed among gray gratings
627over frontopolar and frontal regions (all ps< .02; Figure 4, 5, 7A).
628Mean amplitudes for the sustained positivity (SP1 and SP2) to tar-
629get1 were largest for switch gray gratings across all midline regions
630(Figure 4, 5B, 7B). This effect was present already in the latency
631window of target1 P3 (gray grating main effect: F(1,30) 5 11.5,
632p< .002; g2 5 .28), with differences at frontal, central, and parietal
633regions (all ps< .005; interaction Gray grating 3 ROI: F(3,90) 5

6343.5, p< .04; g2 5 .11).
635In sum, two distinct switch-related positivities were apparent: a
636context-locked late positive complex (500–850 ms; described as a
637“switch positivity” by Karayanidis et al., 2009), and a sustained SP
638(300–1,200 ms) elicited by the first target (target1) following a
639switch cue (cf. Barcel�o et al., 2008).

640Scalp Topography of Domain-General P3s Versus

641Switch Positivities

642The main question of this study specifically required testing the
643null hypothesis of similar scalp distributions of switch positivities
644and domain-general P3s, as indicated by the absence of an interac-
645tion between ROI 3 ERP component. Thus, differences in the mid-
646line scalp distribution of P3-like amplitudes and Laplacian values
647were examined in response to switch gray gratings (Table T22, Figure
6487A,C) and first switch target trials (Table T33, Figure 7B,D).
649Firstly, significant differences in midline topographies of
650context P3 and two aspects of an LPC to the switch cues were
651revealed by two-way interactions between ERP and ROI for mean
652amplitudes and surface Laplacian values (Table 2; Figure 7A,C).

Table 1. ANOVAs Showing Task Effects for Two Measures of
Context P3 and Target3 P3

Amplitudes Surface Laplacian

df F g2 F g2

Context P3
Task 2,60 6.2** 0.17 22.1*** 0.42
Task 3 ROI 6,180 15.5*** 0.34 13.9*** 0.32

Target3 P3
Task 2,60 2.48 n.s. 0.08 0.60 n.s. 0.02
Task 3 ROI 6,180 9.8*** 0.25 4.2** 0.12

*p< .05. **p< .01. ***p< .0001.

Figure 6. Topographic profiles of domain-general P3 and switch positivities across three task domains. A: Mean amplitudes of context P3 and the early

(LPC1) and late (LPC2) aspects of a late positive complex (LPC) in response to gray gratings under different task demands. B: Mean amplitudes of target

P3 in response to third target (target3) trials under different task demands. C, D: Surface Laplacian values for the same conditions as in (A) and (B).
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Figure 7. Topographic profiles of domain-general P3 and switch positivities for switch and repeat trials in the switch task. A: Mean amplitudes of context

P3 and the early (LPC1) and late (LPC2) aspects of the late positive complex (LPC) in response to gray gratings prompting for a switch and repetition in

task rules, respectively. B: Mean amplitudes of target P3 and the early (SP1) and late (SP2) aspects of the SP in response to first target trials following gray

gratings prompting for a switch and repetition in task rules. C, D: Surface Laplacian values for the same conditions as in (A) and (B).

Table 2. ANOVAs Comparing the Scalp Topographies of Context P3 and Two Aspects of the Late Positive Complex (LPC) in the
Switch Task

Amplitudes Surface Laplacian

LPC1 LPC2 LPC1 LPC2

df F g2 F g2 F g2 F g2

Context P3 versus LPC
ERP (P3 vs. LPC) 1, 30 13.4** 0.30 17.3*** 0.37 10.8*** 0.27 35.7*** 0.54
ERP 3 ROI 3, 90 4.8* 0.13 9.3*** 0.24 12.4*** 0.29 8.6*** 0.22

*p< .05. **p< .01. ***p< .0001.
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653 Follow-up tests of effects revealed different topographies for P3

654 and LPC1 (amplitudes: P3<LPC1 at all sites, all ps< .002, Figure

655 7A; Laplacian: P3>LPC1 at frontal; P3<LPC1 at central and

656 parietal, all ps< .005; Figure 7C). Likewise, scalp topographies

657 differed between P3 and LPC2 (amplitudes: P3>LPC2 at all

658 ROIs; all ps< 0.004, Figure 7A; Laplacian: P3>LPC2 at frontal,
659 p< .002, Figure 7C).
660 Secondly, the scalp topography of target1 P3 and the early SP1

661 and late SP2 aspects of a SP to first switch targets also differed as

662 revealed by two-way interactions between ERP and ROI for mean

663 amplitudes and surface Laplacian values (Table 3; Figure 7B,D).

664 Simple tests of effects showed different topographies between tar-

665 get1 P3 and SP1 (amplitudes: P3>SP1 at all ROIs; all ps< .02,

666 Figure 7B; Laplacian: P3< SP1 at frontopolar and P3>SP1 at

667 frontal; ps< .001, Figure 7D). Topographies of target1 P3 and SP2

668 differed for mean amplitudes: P3> SP2 at frontal, central, and pari-

669 etal (all ps< .002, Figure 7B), but not for Laplacian values
670 (Table 3; Figure 7D).
671 In sum, these analyses of scalp topographies resulted in signifi-

672 cant ERP 3 ROI interactions when comparing domain-general P3s

673 in the switch task with two switch P3-like positivities identified in

674 the preceding analyses (Table 2, 3). These analyses failed to sup-

675 port the null hypothesis, thus disconfirming our original visual

676 impression of apparently similar scalp topographies for switch P3-

677 like and domain-general P3 potentials in the switch task (cf. Figure

678 (4 and 5)). On the contrary, these analyses suggested significant—

679 albeit subtle—split-second changes in the disposition of frontopar-

680 ietal sources with varying contextual and task demands (see Figure
681 7; cf. Kappenman & Luck, 2012; Urbach & Kutas, 2002).

682 Linear Regression Analyses

683 Finally, to further assess the reliability of our model’s predictions,

684 we performed linear regression analyses using mean P3 and P3-

685 like amplitudes from midfrontal and midparietal ROIs as criteria;

686 predictors were the values of transmitted sensorimotor (S-R) in-

687 formation estimated for the six Gabor gratings used in each task

688 (Figure 2; see Table S7 in supporting information). Given the very

689 distinct P3-like modulations elicited by gray gratings and colored

690 targets, regression analyses were performed separately for either

691 temporal context. For a more sensitive analysis of this linear associ-

692 ation, the same regression analyses were run separately for each

693 subject, and t tests were used to examine whether the standardized

694 (beta) regression weights averaged across all participants differed

695 significantly from zero. The significance of mean beta regression

696 weights across subjects is provided in brackets next to R2 co-

697 efficients for the grand ERP averages. For the gray gratings, a
698 direct association was found between increasing information and

699midparietal amplitudes for context P3 (R2 5 .66, p 5 .05; Figure

F87008A) [beta 5 .49, t(30) 5 6.12; p 5 .0001], and context LPC1

701(R2 5 .88, p 5 .008; Figure 8A) [beta 5 .73, t(30) 5 11.8;

702p 5 .0001], and midfrontal amplitudes for context LPC1 (R2 5 .92,

703p 5 .002; not shown) [beta 5 .40, t(30) 5 3.8; p 5 .01]. Of note,

704mean context LPC2 amplitudes were not predicted by sensorimotor

705information either at parietal (R2 5 .473, p 5 .13; Figure 8A)

706[although this reached significance across subjects: beta 5 .34,

707t(30) 5 3.7; p 5 .01] or frontal regions (R2 5 .52, p 5 .11)

708[beta 5 2.14, t(30) 5 21.39; p 5 .10], reflecting that this switch

709P3-like component was present in the switch task only (cf. Figure

710(2 and 8)A). For the targets, an inverse relationship was apparent

711between increasing sensorimotor information and smaller target P3

712amplitudes, although this did not reach significance either at parie-

713tal (R2 5 .284, p 5 .28; Figure 8B) [beta 5 2.09, t(30) 52.82;

714p 5 .42], or frontal regions (R2 5 .445, p 5 .14) [beta 5 .09,

715t(30) 5 .83; p 5 .41]. This is consistent with our model’s predic-

716tions (Figure 2) in that the strongest modulations of P3-like positiv-

717ities across tasks were linked to the processing of unexpected gray

718gratings rather than to target detection per se (cf. Posner &
719Petersen, 1990).

720Discussion

721This study addressed one important question for a theoretical inte-

722gration of past P300 research on the hypothesis of context updating

723(Donchin, 1981) with newer ERP studies on the cognitive control

724of task switching, as hypothetically regulated by a common fronto-

725parietal network of cortical regions. Our results provide new

726evidence about our main research question and two ancillary

727hypotheses about the relationship between domain-general P3s and

728switch P3-like positivities. Firstly, the results clearly support that

729switch positivities are functionally distinct from P3s recorded in

730simple oddball and go/no-go tasks, including subtle—albeit signifi-

731cant—changes in scalp topography. Secondly, our results support

732the hypothesis that the temporal context (i.e., proactive preparation

733vs. reactive execution of visuomotor rules) was a crucial determi-

734nant of the scalp distribution of both domain-general P3s and

735switch positivities. Finally, results also lent support to our second

736hypothesis that gradually larger frontoparietal P3-like positivities

737were elicited under higher cognitive demands, but only for those

738P3-like potentials elicited by temporarily surprising events that pro-

739actively prompted for future rule execution (Cooper et al., 2016;
740Kopp & Lange, 2013; Verleger et al., 2014).
741These findings suggest that the present switch positivities are

742compatible with two types of context-updating mechanisms as

743defined by a model of cognitive control based on information theo-
744ry: the updating of low-level sensorimotor S-R pathways (a

Table 3. ANOVAs Comparing the Scalp Topographies of Target1 P3 and Two Aspects of the Sustained Positivity (SP) in the Switch
Task

Amplitudes Surface Laplacian

SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2

df F g2 F g2 F g2 F g2

Target1 P3 versus SP
ERP (P3 vs. SP) 1, 30 13.2*** 0.31 22.1*** 0.42 0.01 n.s. 0.000 0.33 n.s. 0.011
ERP 3 ROI 3, 90 13.1*** 0.30 21.1*** 0.41 8.2*** 0.22 2.65 n.s. 0.08

*p< .05. **p< .01. ***p< .0001.
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745 domain-general mechanism common to many tasks), and the
746 updating of higher-order task rules from episodic memory. When
747 considered alongside domain-general P3s, the current results are
748 compatible with the hypothesis of switch positivities as part of an
749 extended P300 family of late positive potentials, and also as plausi-
750 ble neural indexes of a multiple demand system (Duncan, 2013) of
751 frontoparietal generators being rapidly engaged under varying con-
752 textual demands. These findings carry far-reaching implications for
753 a redefinition of the P300 component in terms of an extended fami-
754 ly of late P3-like positivities involved in cognitive control.

755 Two Domain-General P3s Index Distinct Proactive

756 and Reactive Control Modes

757 The present analyses identified two functionally distinct domain-
758 general P3s: one context-locked P3 (350–400 ms) and one target-
759 locked P3 (350–400 ms). These two ERP positivities were exam-
760 ined in their simplest form in response to the infrequent gray gra-
761 tings and target gratings in the oddball task, respectively, although
762 they were also clearly apparent in the go/no-go and switch tasks.
763 These two domain-general P3s fit well with the two aspects of con-
764 ventional P300 potentials, namely, an anterior P3a to rare dis-
765 tracters and a target P3b with its characteristic midparietal scalp
766 distribution (Polich, 2007). However, these P3-like modulations
767 cannot be explained by the updating of stimulus features alone, but
768 are better accounted for in terms of sensorimotor S-R links and
769 amount of task-set information held in memory while upholding,
770 preparing, or executing goal-directed actions (Verleger et al.,
771 2014). Mean amplitudes and surface Laplacian values of context
772 P3 and target3 P3 were differently modulated by increasing task
773 demands (Figure 4–6A,B). This is consistent with the extant litera-
774 ture that describes two functionally and topographically distinct
775 P300 aspects, namely, novelty P3a and target P3b (Spencer et al.,
776 1999; Squires et al., 1975), except that our formal operationaliza-
777 tion of both temporal and task contexts allowed us a much richer
778 and finer-grained functional characterization beyond the conven-
779 tional ignore versus attend dichotomy.
780 Critically, third target trials elicited very similar ERP wave-
781 forms across all tasks, a paradoxical outcome given the intuitive
782 differences in task difficulty also supported by behavioral results.

783However, this outcome concurs with our model’s prediction that,
784on average, target gratings transmitted similar amounts of sensori-
785motor information for response selection in all three tasks (Figure
7862). The only reliable difference affected mean target3 P3 ampli-
787tudes parietally, which were largest in the simplest oddball task.
788This effect is consistent with the reduced target P3b observed in
789relatively more complex tasks (Donchin, 1981), and is also compat-
790ible with carryover interference from competing S-R mappings that
791may result in reduced mean P3b amplitudes several trials after a
792task transition (Barcel�o et al., 2002). These findings suggest that
793target P3b—when disentangled from temporal unpredictability
794(oddballness)—reflects one type of reactive control shared across
795many task domains, such as the execution of simple si2rj pathways
796(i.e., press a button to designated targets; cf. Verleger et al., 2014).
797The model accurately predicted contextual effects upon mean
798P3 amplitudes to the gray gratings (hence described as context P3)
799that were mostly sensitive to task differences in cognitive demands.
800Overall, context P3 showed a relatively more frontal scalp distribu-
801tion for oddball gray gratings, and a relatively more parietal distri-
802bution for the most informative switch gray gratings. One critical
803aspect that might account for the functional dissociation between
804context P3 and target3 P3 is the need to uphold a motor response to
805unpredictable onset of gray gratings within a context of infrequent
806no-go responses in the go/no-go and switch tasks, which confer
807those stimuli with higher-order sensorimotor information relative
808to the gray gratings in the oddball task (cf. Verleger et al., 2014;
809see supporting information). Importantly, stimulus oddballness
810alone (i.e., the temporal unpredictability of gray gratings relative to
811the more predictable colored target gratings) cannot explain the
812present results. Instead, context P3 amplitudes captured the odd-
813ballness of specific S-R links involved in the strategic resolution of
814contextual uncertainty, as formally estimated in terms of low- and
815high-level sensorimotor control (Verleger et al., 2014). This con-
816textual predictability hypothesis would agree with evidence that
817infrequent and unexpected distracters convey large amounts of
818information that may overshoot working memory capacity, thus
819eliciting novelty P3a with a more anterior scalp distribution
820(Barcel�o et al., 2006; cf. Kopp & Lange, 2013).
821In sum, target3 P3 potentials suggest similar reactive control
822processes across all task domains, whereas switch positivities

Figure 8. Linear regression of mean P3-like amplitudes against the amount of sensorimotor information transmitted by gray gratings (A) and the ensu-

ing target3 gratings (B) across the three task contexts. Three functionally and topographically distinct P3-like components are modeled in response to

the gray Gabor gratings: P3 (circles), LPC1 (squares), and LPC2 (triangles). Only one P3-like component is modeled in response to target Gabor gra-

tings: P3 (black circles). In line with our model’s predictions, only the switch task showed significant differences in mean P3-like amplitudes between

vertical and horizontal gray gratings (i.e., switch-repeat vs. switch-switch cues).
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823 overlaying context P3 and target1 P3 potentials hint at distinct
824 proactive and early reactive control operations across tasks
825 (Rubinstein, Meyer, & Evans, 2001). This functional dissociation
826 is consistent with the model’s predictions, and with carryover
827 effects due to the temporal contiguity between the highly informa-
828 tive gray gratings and the first targets, not only in the switch task
829 (Monsell, 2003), but also in the simpler go/no-go task (Allport
830 et al., 1994; Barcel�o et al., 2008).

831 An LPC Indexes Proactive Task Rule Updating

832 An LPC (circa 500–900 ms) with a centroparietal scalp distribution
833 was elicited by gray gratings both in the go/no-go and switch tasks,
834 and was sensitive to the spatial orientation of gray gratings (i.e.,
835 switch cues) in the switch task. Both the early LPC1 and late LPC2

836 aspects showed larger mean amplitudes for switch than repeat cues
837 over centroparietal regions (Figure 7A,C, central and right panels).
838 In line with previous results from task-cueing paradigms, this
839 effect may reflect higher-order context-updating operations, such
840 as memory uploading of new S-R mappings in preparation for
841 upcoming targets that need to be classified with new rules. This
842 could be seen as one type of proactive control operation, presum-
843 ably one requiring episodic memory retrieval of task rules (Dayan,
844 2007), consistent with our model’s predictions (see Table S5).
845 Topographic profiles of early LPC1 and late LPC2 showed larger
846 intensities for switch than repeat cues over centroparietal regions
847 (Figure 7A, central and right panels). Further, subtle differences in
848 the scalp topography of early LPC1 and late LPC2 pointed to their
849 distinct roles in proactive rule updating. The early LPC1 showed
850 maximal frontal intensities in response to switch cues, with lesser
851 centroparietal intensities for repeat and no-go gray gratings. In con-
852 trast, the late LPC2 was elicited only by switch cues with a distinct-
853 ly larger intensity over parietal regions, and a comparatively lesser
854 frontal involvement (Figure 4, 7A,C, right panels). This functional
855 and topographical dissociation portrays LPC1 as a process shared
856 by both task cues and no-go distracters (e.g., the stopping or inhibi-
857 tion of active si-rj mappings), which is a prerequisite for subsequent
858 rule updating, specifically indexed by the late LPC2 aspect. Hence,
859 LPC1 cannot be regarded as a pure switch-specific positivity, given
860 that it partly encoded lower-level sensorimotor control also shared
861 by no-go and repeat gray gratings. All in all, LPC modulations
862 matched well our information estimates for gray gratings in the
863 switch and go/no-go tasks (Figure 2, 8; Table S7 in the supporting
864 information), with an early LPC1 aspect indexing a mixture of both
865 low-level sensorimotor control and high-order task rule updating,
866 followed by a late LPC2 more specifically related to rule updating.
867 Switch LPC1 and LPC2 showed distinct scalp topographies,
868 indicative of significant—albeit subtle—changes in the configura-
869 tion of underlying sources relative to classic P3 potentials. In gen-
870 eral, LPC amplitudes were larger over centroparietal regions with
871 comparatively smaller intensities over frontal regions in the switch
872 task. Toward the end of our long 1,200-ms cue-target interval, the
873 switch LPC subsided and ERP waveforms for switch and repeat
874 gray gratings did not differ over parietal regions (Figure 4), which
875 suggests that proactive rule updating was fully completed by the
876 onset of the first target trial. This could explain the absence of local
877 switch costs in the mean RTs of correct trials (cf. Kang, Diraddo,
878 Logan, & Woodman, 2014), and it concurs with findings about a
879 transient and short-lived signature of anticipatory task-set reconfig-
880 uration (Barcel�o et al., 2008; Kang et al., 2014; Karayanidis et al.,
881 2011; Lavric et al., 2008). Regression analyses suggested a positive
882 association between the amount of transmitted sensorimotor

883information and mean LPC1 amplitudes over frontal and parietal
884regions, with gray gratings that overshot memory capacity eliciting
885larger LPC1 amplitudes over frontal regions (Figure 8). This associ-
886ation might explain the presence of restart costs in first target trials
887following no-go distracters and repeat cues. In sum, these findings
888suggest context-locked LPCs are a mixture of functionally dis-
889tinct neural operations, probably reflecting higher-order context-
890updating operations (i.e., proactive rule updating) necessarily more
891complex to those indexed by conventional P300 potentials to rare
892oddballs.

893A Sustained Positivity Indexes Early Reactive Task

894Rule Implementation

895A SP was elicited by first targets following any gray gratings in the
896switch and go/no-go tasks—but not in the oddball task (Figure 4).
897This SP was absent from third target trials, and has received little
898attention in past task-cueing studies. Two sources of evidence sug-
899gest that the SP to first targets may reflect carryover of residual
900interference from the previous gray grating. Firstly, the SP was
901observed only in first targets ensuing highly informative gray gra-
902tings, and those that overshot the theoretical human capacity for
903holding information in memory (2.5 bits in Figure 2; Miller, 1956).
904Secondly, task differences in the amplitude of this SP mimicked
905the information value and P3-like activity evoked by gray gratings
906(cf. Figure 2, 4, 5B).
907In the switch task, the SP probably reflects additional reactive
908control during the first implementation of a simple visuomotor rule
909(Rubinstein et al., 2001). The mean amplitude of the SP to first tar-
910gets was significantly larger following switch than repeat gray gra-
911tings, thus providing an electrophysiological index of local switch
912costs at target onset (Figure 7B), even though this did not translate
913into significantly longer RTs to correct first targets after a switch
914cue, probably owing to our long cue-to-target intervals. Instead, the
915larger error rates observed following switch than repeat cues sug-
916gest that this SP could somehow interfere with efficient rule execu-
917tion on first target trials (Rubinstein et al., 2001). Further research
918is needed to clarify this dissociation between behavioral and elec-
919trophysiological indexes of local switch costs.
920Finally, a large portion of residual behavioral costs, the mixing
921cost, was not captured by transient ERP waveforms to third target
922trials. Nevertheless, one might expect this mixing cost to be ref-
923lected in indexes of enduring neural activity sensitive to the overall
924amount of task-set information, R(sirj), held in working memory
925during the task. This post hoc hypothesis warrants further examina-
926tion using further indices of sustained neural activity, as well as
927through a finer-grained parametrical manipulation of the total
928amount of task-set information.

929Limitations and Future Challenges

930There are a number of limitations in our attempt to model P3-like
931positivities from an information theory approach. Firstly, even
932though the largest differences in the amplitudes of context-locked
933ERP positivities appeared over centroparietal regions, our model
934predicted gradually more frontal activations with increasing task
935demands (Koechlin & Summerfield, 2007). However, this frontal
936displacement might be partly hidden by overlapping frontal nega-
937tivities in our young adults (Figure 4, upper row), which suggests
938that formal models need to take into account individual differences
939in age and behavioral efficiency. Instead, our information estimates
940were done for an ideal subject with 100% correct responses, which
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941 is a good approximation given the high accuracy of our young par-
942 ticipants in all tasks. Secondly, our information metrics did not
943 consider some sources of contextual effects that may also modulate
944 ERP positivities such as trial-by-trial perceptual and motor priming
945 effects, or S-R spatial compatibility (Simon) effects. More fine-
946 grained analyses are warranted to decide the contribution from
947 additional contextual demands to those late ERP positivities. This
948 aim could be achieved through a systematic parametrization of
949 low- and higher-order sensorimotor control processes, for instance,
950 by varying the number of response alternatives, the number of task
951 rules, or the entropy of stimuli and responses (Barcel�o & Knight,
952 2007; Barcel�o et al., 2008; Kopp & Lange, 2013). Thirdly, our
953 long interstimulus intervals favored a temporal segregation of ERP
954 positivities. However, shorter intervals will likely result in a greater
955 overlap between domain-general P3s and switch P3-like positivities
956 (Karayanidis et al., 2003; Lavric et al., 2008; Nicholson et al.,
957 2005). Moreover, time constraints are a crucial determinant of
958 behavioral costs (Monsell, 2003), and they should be incorporated
959 in more sophisticated formal models of cognitive control. Finally,
960 conventional analyses of mean amplitudes at the sensor space were
961 preferred to favor integration with the extant literature. However,
962 the relative implication of specific nodes within the frontoparietal
963 network will require more sophisticated procedures for identifica-
964 tion of underlying ERP components, such as source localization,
965 time-frequency decomposition (Cooper et al., 2016; Kappenman &
966 Luck, 2012), and independent component analyses (Enriquez-
967 Geppert & Barcel�o, 2016; Makeig et al., 1999).

968 Conclusions

969 The scalp topographies of two domain-general P3s (350–400 ms)
970 differed significantly from the scalp topography of later switch P3-
971 like positivities (500–900 ms) during both proactive and reactive
972 control of task switching. A strict interpretation of this outcome
973 points to distinct configurations of underlying sources for conven-
974 tional P300 potentials elicited by infrequent oddballs (Spencer
975 et al., 1999; Squires et al., 1975), as compared to late P3-like

976potentials observed in task switching (Barcel�o et al., 2006;

977Karayanidis et al., 2003). However, direct visual inspection of scalp

978topographies shown in Figure 5 suggests that all those P3-like posi-

979tivities are still compatible with an extended family of P300 poten-

980tials with subtly distinct configuration of sources as a function of

981gradually more complex cognitive demands. Importantly, the larg-

982est modulations in this family of P300 potentials were observed

983during context updating in response to temporarily surprising gray

984gratings and in anticipation of target onset (cf. Petersen & Posner,

9852012; Posner & Petersen, 1990). After all, it would be reasonable

986that a putative brain index of context updating engaged correspond-

987ingly more complex neural machinery to update higher-order repre-
988sentations of task-set information (cf. Barcel�o & Knight, 2007).
989In spite of fine-grained topographic differences with domain-

990general P3s, the observed switch positivities showed a centro-

991parietal scalp distribution compatible with an extended family of

992P3-like potentials observed across many task domains (i.e., atten-

993tion, memory, language, decision making, etc). Indeed, switch posi-

994tivities evoke an LPC that has long been associated with the classic

995P300 in terms of its latency, centroparietal scalp distribution, and

996response to experimental variables (Kappenman & Luck, 2012;

997Polich, 2007). In fact, few authors attempt a fine-grained topo-

998graphical analysis to verify the nature of P300 potentials recorded

999in a variety of task domains (Holig & Berti, 2010). From this per-

1000spective, the P300 cannot be regarded as a single ERP compo-

1001nent—sensu strictu it has never been such a thing. Instead, it might

1002well correspond with the electrophysiological signature of a multi-

1003ple demand system for the integration of contextually relevant

1004information in a wide variety of cognitive domains (cf. Duncan,

10052013). The frontoparietal scalp topography and intensity of this

1006extended family of P3-like potentials critically depends on the tem-

1007poral context for goal-directed behavior (i.e., proactive vs. reactive

1008control modes; Braver, 2012), as well as on a hierarchy of low- and

1009higher-order sensorimotor demands that can be finely operational-

1010ized with more formal models of cognitive control (Koechlin &

1011Summerfield, 2007).
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Supplementary	Material	

Barceló	and	Cooper	(in	press,	Psychophysiology)	

	

Information	theoretic	estimations	of	sensory,	motor,	and	sensorimotor	control	at	two	levels	of	

a	putative	hierarchy	of	cognitive	control	for	the	switch,	go/no-go	and	oddball	tasks	(cf.,	

Attneave,	1959;	Barceló	et	al.,	2008;	Koechlin	&	Summerfield,	2007;	Miller,	1956).	

	

Stimulus	Entropy:		𝐻 𝑠# = −Σ#'() 	𝑝 𝑠# ∙ 	 log0 𝑝 𝑠# 	

The	same	set	and	sequence	of	stimuli	were	used	in	all	three	tasks,	and	therefore,	the	same	

stimulus	entropy	can	be	assumed	for	all	tasks,	as	shown	in	Table	S1.	

	

Table	S1.	Estimates	of	stimulus	entropy	and	surprise	in	all	tasks.	Visual	displays,	stimulus	codes,	

stimulus	entropies,	mean	stimulus	probabilities,	and	information	surprise	for	the	set	of	six	

Gabor	stimuli	used	in	all	tasks.		

Gabors		 S1	 H(s)	 p(s)	 -log2·p(s)	

	 s1	 0.29	 0.08	 3.64	

	 s2	 0.29	 0.08	 3.64	

	 s3	 0.47	 0.21	 2.25	

	 s4	 0.47	 0.21	 2.25	

	 s5	 0.47	 0.21	 2.25	

	 s6	 0.47	 0.21	 2.25	
	 ΣH(si)=	 2.46	 	 	

	

Response	Entropy:		𝐻 𝑟2 = −Σ3
2𝑝(𝑟2) ∙ 	 log0 𝑝 𝑟2 	

The	oddball	task	required	one-button	responses	(r1)	and	the	absence	of	response	(r0)	to	all	

non-targets,	hence	the	response	set	can	be	defined	as	𝑹 = 	 𝑟3, 𝑟( 	,	and	response	entropy	can	

be	estimated	for	the	oddball	task,	as	shown	in	Table	S2.	

	

Table	S2.	Estimates	of	response	entropy	and	surprise	in	the	oddball	task.	Response	codes,	

response	entropies,	mean	response	probabilities,	and	information	surprise	for	the	set	of	

responses	used	in	the	oddball	task.	

R	 H(r)	 p(r)	 -log2·p(r)	
r0	 0.45	 0.58	 0.78	
r1	 0.53	 0.42	 1.26	

ΣH(ri)=	 0.98	 	 	
																																																								
1	For	simplicity,	these	estimates	assume	a	stimulus	set	{S}	with	only	six	stimuli,	regardless	of	the	
fact	that	each	Gabor	grating	was	randomly	displayed	either	to	the	left	or	the	right	visual	hemifields.	
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The	go/no-go	and	switch	tasks	required	two-button	responses	(r1,	r2)	and	the	absence	of	

response	(r0)	to	the	grey	gratings.	Hence,	the	response	set	can	be	defined	as	𝑹 = 	 𝑟3, 𝑟(, 𝑟0 	,	

and	estimates	of	response	entropy	for	the	go/no-go	and	switch	tasks	are	shown	in	Table	S3.	

	

	

Table	S3.	Estimates	of	response	entropy	and	surprise	in	the	go/no-go	and	switch	tasks.	

Response	codes,	response	entropies,	mean	response	probabilities,	and	information	surprise	

for	the	set	of	responses	used	in	the	go/no-go	and	switch	tasks.	

R	 H(r)	 p(r)	 -log2·p(r)	
r0	 0.43	 0.16	 2.60	
r1	 0.53	 0.42	 1.26	
r2	 0.53	 0.42	 1.26	

ΣH(rj)=	 1.49	 	 	
	

	

Sensorimotor	Information:		𝐼 𝑠#, 𝑟2 = log0 𝑝(𝑠#, 𝑟2) − 	 log0 𝑝 𝑠# − 	 log0 𝑝 𝑟2 	

The	information	transmitted	from	stimuli	to	responses,	I(si,	rj),	is	derived	from	the	notion	of	

mutual	information	between	sets	of	stimuli	{S}	and	responses	{R}		(Attneave,	1959):	

	 	

The	oddball	task	required	one-button	responses	(r1)	only	to	the	red	Gabor	gratings	(s5,	s6),	and	

hence,	low-level	sensorimotor	control	for	the	relevant	task-set	units	(si-rj)	can	be	estimated	as	

shown	in	Table	S4.	

	

Table	S4.	Estimates	of	transmitted	sensorimotor	(s-r)	information	in	the	oddball	task.	Codes	for	

hypothetical	unitary	S-R	pathways,	mean	stimulus	and	response	probabilities,	joint	s-r	

probabilities,	and	transmitted	s-r	information.		

S-R	 p(si)	 p(rj)	 p(si,	rj)	 I(si,	rj)	
s1-r0	 0.08	 0.58	 0.08	 0.78	
s2-r0	 0.08	 0.58	 0.08	 0.78	
s3-r0	 0.21	 0.58	 0.21	 0.78	
s4-r0	 0.21	 0.58	 0.21	 0.78	
s5-r1	 0.21	 0.42	 0.21	 1.26	
s6-r1	 0.21	 0.42	 0.21	 1.26	

	 	 	 	 Σ(sirj)=	5.64	

I(S;R) = p(si, rj )
j
∑

i
∑ log

p(si, rj )
p(si )p(rj )
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The	go/no-go	and	switch	tasks	required	two-button	responses	(r1,	r2)	to	classify	blue	and	red	

Gabor	gratings	(s3,	s4,	s5,	s6),	and	hence,	estimates	of	low-level	sensorimotor	control	for	the	

relevant	task-set	units	(si-rj)	when	sorting	by	either	color	or	form	rules	are	shown	in	Table	S5.	

	

Table	S5.	Estimates	of	transmitted	sensorimotor	(s-r)	information	in	the	go/no-go	and	switch2	

tasks.	Codes	for	hypothetical	unitary	S-R	pathways,	mean	stimulus	and	response	probabilities,	

joint	s-r	probabilities,	and	transmitted	s-r	information.	

S-R	 p(si)	 p(rj)	 p(si,	rj)	 I(si,	rj)	

s1-r0	 0.08	 0.16	 0.08	 2.61	

s2-r0	 0.08	 0.16	 0.08	 2.61	

s3-r1	 0.21	 0.42	 0.21	 1.26	

s4-r1	 0.21	 0.42	 0.21	 1.26	

s5-r2	 0.21	 0.42	 0.21	 1.26	

s6-r2	 0.21	 0.42	 0.21	 1.26	

	
	 	

	
Σ(sirj)=	10.26	

	

	

Episodic	Information:	𝐼 𝑠#, 𝑡𝑠: = log0 𝑝(𝑠#, 𝑡𝑠:	) − 	 log0 𝑝 𝑠# − 	 log0 𝑝 𝑡𝑠: 	

Only	the	switch	task	required	access	to	episodic	task-set	(ts1)	information	on	just	8%	of	all	

trials	(s1-ts1),	while	no	task-set	access	(ts0)	was	required	in	the	remaining	trials.	Thus,	the	

transmitted	information	between	sensory	stimuli	and	access	to	episodic	memories	in	the	

switch	task	can	be	estimated	as	shown	in	Table	S6.	

	

	

Table	S6.	Estimates	of	transmitted	information	between	stimulus	units	and	task-set	units	in	the	

switch	task.	Codes	for	hypothetical	links	between	stimulus	and	task-set	units,	mean	stimulus	

and	task-set	probabilities,	joint	s-ts	probabilities,	and	transmitted	episodic	information	for	the	

switch	task.	

																																																								
2	Sensorimotor	information	in	the	switch	task	was	slightly	(~	1	bit)	larger	for	those	color	gratings	that	
afforded	bivalent	responses	(i.e.,	different	buttons	for	either	rule).	For	simplicity	this	additional	source	
of	contextual	information	was	not	included	here.	
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S-TS	 p(si)	 p(tsk)	 p(si,	tsk)	 I(si,	tsk)	
s1-ts1	 0.08	 0.08	 0.08	 3.61	
s2-ts0	 0.21	 0.92	 0.21	 0.12	
s3-ts0	 0.21	 0.92	 0.21	 0.12	
s4-ts0	 0.21	 0.92	 0.21	 0.12	
s5-ts0	 0.21	 0.92	 0.21	 0.12	
s6-ts0	 0.21	 0.92	 0.21	 0.12	

	 	 	 	 Σ(sitsk)=	4.21	
	

	

Estimates	of	overall	transmitted	S-R	information	for	each	task	stimulus	are	given	in	Table	S7	

(also	see	Figure	2),	and	were	computed	as	summed	information	across	two	levels	in	the	

putative	hierarchy	of	sensorimotor	information	processing	(i.e.,	s1	in	switch	task=	2.61	+	3.61=	

6.22	bits;	s1	in	go/no-go	task=	2.61	+	0=	2.61	bits,	and	in	oddball	task=	0.78	+	0=	0.78	bits).	

	

Table	S7.	Summary	of	numerical	values	of	transmitted	information	plotted	in	Figure	2.		

	 s1	 s2	 s3	 s4	 s5	 s6	
Switch	 6.22	 2.73	 1.38	 1.38	 1.38	 1.38	

Go/NoGo	 2.61	 2.61	 1.26	 1.26	 1.26	 1.26	
Oddball	 0.78	 0.78	 0.78	 0.78	 1.26	 1.26	
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